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a b s t r a c t

It is an important issue to induce the magnetic channel and band gap in pristine graphene by creating
monovacancies. However, the graphene containing monovacancies is not found to be truly half metallic.
The tuning of its electronic properties via C/N-adsorption has been investigated using the first-principles
density functional theory (DFT) calculations, with the aims to achieve 100% spin-polarization and
enhanced magnetism. C/N-adsorption generates half metallicity in graphene containing monovacancies
and magnetic moment is found to be almost double/triple as compared to case of monovacancies only.
The origin of magnetism has been identified via interaction of p-states of adsorbed atomwith p-states of
inequivalent C-atoms present in the vicinity of adsorption site. Our results indicate that the surface
adsorption of C/N is a promising approach to enhance the potential of graphene in future spintronic and
magnetic device applications.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) single layer of C-atoms ar-
ranged in a honeycomb lattice, is in limelight since its first syn-
thesis by Novoselov and co-workers in 2004 [1]. It has unique zero-
gap electronic structure and possesses massless Dirac fermionic
behavior. The unusual electronic and structural properties make it a
prospective substitute material for “beyond-Si electronics” [2e6].
Manipulating the novel properties of graphene, such as carrier
concentration and magnetism by incorporating defects is an
important area of research for the deployment of graphene in
spintronic and magnetic devices [7e16].

Pristine graphene sheet is semi-metallic and non-magnetic;
however, the magnetism can be induced in graphene either by
creating vacancy defect or by doping transition metal atoms
[17e28]. The existence of different types of defects has also been
proved experimentally [29,30]. These defects can easily be created
by electric field [31e33], absorption of adatoms during sample
preparation, ion irradiations [34e37] and edge modification
[38e41]. The experimental synthesis may also include the
@kuk.ac.in (M.K. Kashyap).
formation of defects/disorders [42]; therefore vacancy mediated
physical changes may appear in the materials. A direct evidence for
ferromagnetic ordering locally at defect structures in highly ori-
ented pyrolytic graphite observed by magnetic force microscopy is
available [43]; the observed room temperature ferromagnetism
gets appeared due to the presence of unpaired electron spins
localized at grain boundaries.

Theoretically, it is an important aspect to reveal the role of de-
fects or vacancies in the materials for simulating the real experi-
mental observations. To understand the experimental observation
of ferromagnetism in graphite samples by proton irradiation, spin
polarized DFT calculations of magnetic properties of defects which
are most likely to appear by irradiating graphite to form vacancies
and vacancies Hydrogen complexes, have been performed [44]. It is
observed that both defects are magnetic but latter one gives rise to
magnetic moment double that of naked vacancy. Further, the gra-
phene structure containing two separated single vacancies [45]
shows a magnetic moment of 1.09 mB/vacancy. The magnetic
moment of graphene containing monovacancies (G-MV) in the
range, 1.12e1.53 mB, depending on vacancy concentration is also
reported [46]. Moreover, the stability and electronic properties of
the vacancy defect and F-adsorbed vacancy on graphene have also
been studied extensively [47]. It is found that the local magnetic
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moment of graphene remains intact for odd number of F-adsorp-
tions but gets destroyed for even F-adsorptions.

High spin-polarization and preferably half metallicity is the
major quality of a material to be used in spintronic applications
[7e9]. Though some papers deal with adsorption of atoms in
pristine graphene [20,26,43] and F-adsorption in G-MV [47], but
the reports on C and N atom adsorption in it are still missing. To
extend the potential of graphene in spintronics by surface modifi-
cation, we have targeted the G-MV nanomaterial in which non-
metallic atom (C or N) has been adsorbed in the vicinity of mono-
vacancies. The other aim of the present investigation is to check the
effect of electro negativity of adsorbed atom on resultant magne-
tism in present nanosystems.

2. Computational details

The G-MV nanosheet with and without X-adsorption (X ¼ C and
N) were simulated by constructing 4 � 4 � 1 supercell of graphene.
This supercell is sufficient to simulate ~3% adsorption. A vacuum
layer of 20 Å thickness in the z-direction was inserted to avoid the
interlayer interaction due to periodic boundary conditions. We
employed density functional theory (DFT) [48] based projected
augmented wave (PAW) method as implemented in VASP [49,50]
for the relaxation of the systems under investigation. The gener-
alized gradient approximation (GGA) under Per-
deweBurkeeErnzerhof parameterization was used to construct
exchange-correlation potentials [51]. The PAW method is an all
electron description and is used to describe the electron-ion
description. The cutoff energy for plane-waves was set to be
500 eV, a 9� 9� 1 Monkhorst-Pack grid was used for the sampling
of the Brillouin zone during geometrical optimization. All the in-
ternal coordinates were allowed to be relaxed until calculated
Hellmann Feynman force on each atom became smaller than
0.02 eV Å�1.

We performed electronic structure calculations using the full-
potential linearized augmented plane-wave (FPLAPW) [52]
method within GGA as implemented in WIEN2k package [53]. In
FPLAPW calculations, the core states were treated fully relativisti-
cally, whereas for the valence states, a scalar relativistic approach
was used. Additionally, valence electronic wave functions inside the
Muffin-tin sphere were expanded upto lmax ¼ 10. The radii of the
Muffin-tin sphere (RMT) for various atomswere taken in the present
calculations such as to ensure the nearly touching sphere. The
plane-wave cutoff parameters were decided by Rmt kmax¼ 7 (where
kmax is the largest wave vector of the basis set) and Gmax ¼ 12 a.u.�1

for fourier expansion of potential in the interstitial region. The k-
space integration was carried out using the modified tetrahedron
method [54] with a k-mesh of 11 � 11 � 1 for the high resolution in
the calculations.

3. Result and discussion

The real experimental synthesis may contain the disorder/defect
including vacancies and due to environmental contamination,
these vacancies may adsorb a light electronegative atom (C/N) [55].
Thus the theoretical analysis of C/N-adsorbed G-MV is of prime
importance. However, in order to find out the stable configuration
for C/N-adsorbed graphene, various possible types of adsorption/
doping were considered as shown in Fig. 1. For example, N-
adsorption can have three possibilities; N atom is present (a) at the
middle of two C-atoms surrounding vacancy, (b) acts as vacancy
substitution and (c) is anchored with any of C-atoms nearby the
vacancy (see, Fig. 1 (a), (b) and (c)). In case of C-adsorption, only (a)
and (c) configurations are possible. On the basis of equilibrium
energies (mentioned in Fig. 1), it is found that C/N-adsorption is
most stable in (c) configuration. Hence, we have carried out the
ground state properties of C/N-adsorbed G-MV in this case only.

The setup of the C/N-adsorbed graphene was considered as
follows: In the first step, the monovacancies were created and then
an electronegative atom C/N was adsorbed on anyone of C-atom in
the vicinity of each monovacancy. The proposed supercells for G-
MV and C/N-adsorbed G-MV were allowed to relax within PAW
method in order to mediate any change in the atomic positions of
various C-atoms and the CeC bond lengths of graphene. The layouts
of graphene monolayer in pristine form, with monovacancies and
on C/N-adsorption including monovacancies are depicted in Fig. 2.
We believe that our results for the CeC bond lengths (as labeled in
Fig. 2) in this study are accurate enough to simulate the exact
experimental findings.

In pristine graphene, the CeC bond length is found to be 1.42 Å
which agrees well with the previous report [56]. However, on
creating monovacancies, the nearby C-atoms become non-
equivalent and possess dangling bonds. The reduced structure
gets relaxed by enlargement of the CeC bond lengths in the vicinity
of monovacancies. On the other hand, the C-atoms away from
monovacancies keep their original CeC bond lengths as in pristine
case. This observation is in accordance with previous studies
[22,23]. After C/N-adsorption at C3 atom (Fig. 2), negligible change
in all the CeC bond lengths is observed as compared to that in G-
MV, which is also case for the B doped G-MV [57,58]. But C and N
adsorption in G-MV yield bond length for CeCads as 1.170 Å and
CeNads as 2.154 Å, respectively. The Cads atom comes more close to
graphene plane as compared Nads atom, due to less
electronegativity.

The formation energies for G-MV ðEG�MV
for Þ and C/N-adsorbed G-

MV ðEC=Nfor Þ can be estimated as under:

EG�MV
for ¼ EG�MV

tot � Epristot þ ECiso (1)

EC=Nfor ¼ EC=Ntot � EG�MV
tot � EC=Niso (2)

where Epristot , E
G�MV
tot and EC=Ntot represent the total energy per unit

atom of pristine graphene, G-MV and C/N-adsorbed G-MV,
respectively. EC=Niso denotes the energy of isolated Carbon/Nitrogen
atom. The formation energy per unit atom of G-MV is found to be
6.92 eV, which is close to experimental value of 7.7 ± 0.5 eV [59],
whereas on C/N absorption, its value becomes 7.85 eV/7.24 eV as
mentioned in Table 1. The significant bond angles the adsorption
site are also mentioned in this table. The bond angle
(C4eC3eC5 ¼ 120

�
) of hexagonal symmetry in pristine graphene

shows small deviation on creating monovacancies and further
adsorption.

Before understanding the effect of C/N-adsorption in G-MV, it is
an important to check the effect of vacancy on electronic properties
of graphene. In this direction, we have compared spin polarized
density of states (DOS) of pristine graphene and G-MV in Fig. 3. It
has been found that monovacancies generate spin polarized DOS in
the vicinity of the EF to overcome the zero band gap of graphene
and opens up a magnetic channel inside the graphene. Mono-
vacancy i.e. removal of one C-atom in graphene leaves each of three
neighboring C-atoms with sp2 dangling bonds (unsatisfied valence
electron on an immobilized C-atom). Two of these dangling bonds,
say for C1 and C2 in Fig. 2(b) may be saturated by mutual sharing of
electrons in the form of pentagon structure. These findings are in
well agreement with the previously reported similar studies
[60e62]. However, the third dangling bond on atom C3 remains
unsaturated which leads to the spin-polarization in G-MV. The
spin-polarization (P) [63e65] as calculated by,



Fig. 1. G-MV on X-adsorption (X ¼ C/N) in three configurations; (a) X is at the middle of two C-atoms surrounding vacancy, (b) X presents as vacancy substitute and (c) X is anchored
with any of C-atoms nearby the vacancy. E0 represents the equilibrium energy of pristine graphene.

Fig. 2. The supercell arrangements of graphene (a) in pristine form, (b) containing monovacancies and (c) with both monovacancies and X-adsorption (X ¼ C/N). The observed CeC
bond lengths (Å) for relaxed structures in these forms are also mentioned.
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P ¼ N[ðEFÞ � NYðEFÞ
N[ðEFÞ þ NYðEFÞ

(3)
where N[ðEFÞ and NYðEFÞ are the spin dependent DOS of majority
(MAC) andminority (MIC) spin channels at EF, respectively, is found
to be only 50% in G-MV. It is interested to note that with mono-
vacancies, both the spin channels of graphene become metallic



Table 1
Calculated bond angles (in degree) and formation energies; EFor (in eV) of pristine
graphene, G-MV and C/N-adsorbed G-MV.

Graphene Bond angles EFor

XeC3-C4 XeC3-C5 C3eC4eC5

Pristine case e e 120.00 e

G-MV e e 119.98 �6.92
C-adsorbed G-MV 51.37 101.21 119.76 �7.85
N-adsorbed G-MV 57.04 96.06 119.76 �7.24

Fig. 3. Total spin polarized density of states (TDOS) of graphene in pristine form and
containing monovacancies.
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which were semiconducting with zero band gaps in pristine case
[66].

After understanding nature of G-MV, C/N-adsorption in pro-
posed 4 � 4 � 1 supercell of graphene has been studied in it by
exploiting the total and partial DOS for each adsorption in Fig. 4.
The adsorbed atom in G-MV is very crucial to decide the spin-
polarization and magnetism. C/N-adsorption in G-MV enhances
the spin-polarization (P) at EF from 50 to 100% (Table 2) and makes
the resultant nanomaterials as truly half metallic. While sharing
one electron at adsorption site with C-atom of graphene sheet, the
adsorbed C/N atom also keeps unpaired electrons with it. On
checking the right panel of Fig. 4, it is confirmed that C-p/N-p-states
of adsorbed atom are available for conduction in the vicinity of the
EF. Further C-s/N-s states are negligible near EF, which justifies that
only p-orbitals of adsorbed atom are mainly responsible for the
spin-polarization. The high degree of the spin-polarization ensures
that the passage of large amount of preferred spin current and thus,
these nanomaterials may be suitable for spin filter devices [67e69].
In order to ensure the right prediction of half metallicity, the
ground state calculations were performed and cross checked for
heavier supercells as well e.g. 7 � 7 � 1 and 8 � 8 � 1. However, no
qualitative changes in DOS have been noticed as that in 4 � 4 � 1.
Thus we kept the same 4 � 4 � 1 supercell for time efficient cal-
culations. The suitability of small 4� 4� 1 or 5� 5� 1 supercell for
addressing the monovacancies has been justified previously as well
[47,70,71]. An appreciable band gap of 0.71 eV/0.62 eV has been
observed in MIC on C/N-adsorption in graphene which can lead to
interesting optical properties. Indeed, there exist few reports which
support our observation completely [72,73].

The existence of the HM gap i.e., a minimal gap for spin exci-
tation in MIC is a striking feature of a material. This gap is of unique
importance for creating a hole and electron in MIC. It is defined as
minimum of difference between EF and Etopv or EF and Ebotc where
Etopv and Ebotc represent the energy corresponding to top of valence
band (VB) and bottom of conduction band (CB) in MIC, respectively.
A true HM Ferro magnet is governed by a non zero HM gap instead
of band gap in any spin channel [74,75]. Thus, it is to be calculated
for clear understanding of half metallicity of the material, Table 2
also manifests the HM gap and energy band gap in MIC of resul-
tant systems. C-adsorption results zero HM gap, whereas for N-
adsorption its value is 0.1 eV. Almost zero HM gap in both
adsorption manifests that no threshold energy is required to move
electron from occupied states to empty states in present nano-
materials and due to this, excellent spin transport properties may
be observed in these [76e79]. The adsorption in G-MV influences
C-atoms present nearby to adsorption site and make them non-
equivalent. It is important to check how the electronic states of
these C-atoms are varyingwith adsorption. To analyze the same, we
present their DOS along with accumulated TDOS of C-adsorbed G-
MV in Fig. 5. The similar explanation may be drawn for N-adsorp-
tion also.

It is found that total DOS of C-adsorbed G-MV has main
contribution not only from adsorbed C-atoms but also from nearby
inequivalent C-atoms (C1, C2 and C3). Due to adsorption, the p-
states of adsorbed C-atoms interact with p-states of C1, C2 and C3
atoms effectively and polarized their DOS significantly. This polar-
ization is highly visible in the vicinity of the EF which leads to
generate half metallicity in the resultant nanomaterials. Various
states in MIC are easily available for conduction now in the vicinity
of EF and spin polarized current can flow by small excitation only.
The nearby C-atoms also play significant role in the spin conduction
as they strengthen the DOS in CB of MIC along with adsorbed C-
atoms (Cads). Though, other C-atoms also have polarized DOS but its
significant amount is present only at high energy (away from EF),
thus their contribution can be ruled out for easy spin conduction.
For example, the DOS for one C-atom (Cfar) far away from adsorp-
tion site is shown in last panel of Fig. 5, but the DOS for this atom is
negligible in the vicinity of the EF.

Pristine graphene has zero magnetic moment whereas on
creating monovacancies, due to difference in the DOS of electrons
in MAC and MIC, a magnetic moment of 0.99 mB gets induced on it.
We have noticed an increase in magnetic moment by C/N-
adsorption in G-MV as listed in Table 2. In contrast to G-MV, this
moment becomes almost double/triple on C/N-adsorption. The
equivalent atoms of G-MV e.g. (C1 and C2), (C3 and C4), etc., become
non-equivalent on adsorption due to drastic change in local envi-
ronment near to adsorption site. Now the main contribution not
only comes from adsorbed C/N atom but also from these inequi-
valent C-atoms. However, some magnetic moment is found to be
distributed even in the interstitial regions among C-atoms, which is
also the case for transition metal decorated silicene. This indicates



Fig. 4. TDOS of G-MV and C/N-adsorbed G-MV. The right panel shows partial DOS of adsorbed C/N atom.

Table 2
Calculated DOS of MAC andMIC (i.e.N[ðEFÞ andNYðEFÞ in states/eV, respectively), spin-polarization (P) at EF, electronic band gap inMIC (Eg in eV), Half metallic gap (EHM in eV),
observed metallic state and total magnetic moment (Mtot in mB) of pristine graphene, G-MV, C/N-adsorbed G-MV.

Graphene nanosystem N[ðEFÞ NYðEFÞ P (%) Eg EHM State Mtot

Pristine case 0.00 0.00 0.0 e e Semi-metallic 0.00
G-MV 8.12 2.70 50.1 e e Metallic 0.99
C-adsorbed G-MV 2.14 0.00 100.0 0.71 0.0 Half-metallic 1.98
N-adsorbed G-MV 0.36 0.00 100.0 0.62 0.1 Half-metallic 3.11

Fig. 5. Partial density of states (PDOS) and supercell used for C-adsorbed G-MV.
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that the magnetic moment distributed over the interstitial regions
should also have significant contribution and thus cannot be
neglected [80]. The other C-atoms, which are away from dopant, do
not possess significant magnetic moment even after adsorption.

The isosurface analysis clearly justifies the appearance of a
particular magnetic state. To examine this, we have analyzed spin
density difference isosurface for adsorption of C-atom in graphene.
An isosurface is a three dimensional contour plot of the electron
charge density difference, i.e. the difference of electron charge
density of the C-adsorbed graphene system and that of the isolated
C-atom. Fig. 6 represents the interaction of adsorbed C-atom with
inequivalent C1, C2 and C3 atoms (these inequivalent atoms are
picturized in Fig. 2) which is maximum around the vacancy site. It
reflects that the total magnetic moment is essentially contributed
from the adsorbed C-atomwith a tiny contribution from nearest C-
atoms.



Fig. 6. Spin density difference isosurface for C adsorbed atom in 4 � 4 � 1 supercell of
G-MV. The isosurface corresponds to a value of 2 � 10�3electrons/Å3 (Brown/blue color
indicates majority/minority spin component). (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we have investigated the electronic and magnetic
properties of G-MV with and without C/N-adsorption by using the
first-principles calculations based on DFT. The C/N-adsorption in G-
MV induces the highly spin-polarization (100%) and gives rise to
magnetic moment of 1.98 mB/3.11 mB. The high degree of the spin-
polarization ensures the potential use of studied nanomaterials in
spin filter devices [67e69]. The enhancement of the spin-
polarization and magnetism has been identified via interaction of
p-states of adsorbed atom with p-states of inequivalent C-atoms,
located in the vicinity of adsorption site. An appreciable band gap of
<1 eV in both type of adsorption in G-MV may lead to interesting
optical properties. Consequently, the study of present nano-
materials suggests that adsorption of C/N on surface of G-MV is a
promising route to modify the properties of graphene and to in-
crease its potential in future spintronic and magnetic device ap-
plications [7e9].
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